LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
would often stand on end in consequence of the play of
strong emotions of love and joy within his heart. Except
on such supernormal occasions of rapturous waves of
heavenly delight, the Master used generally to pass days
and nights in a serene meditative mood, with a continuous
flow of Divine bliss within and a calm and smiling gravity
in his outer appearance.
Though he scarcely moved from his seat and still less
showed any inclination to please his visitors with any vain
or light talks, there was almost a ceaseless torrent of people
towards him throughout the day. Men of high social
status, like Sir Ramesh Chandra Mitra and Sir Gurudas
Banerjee, Kalikrishna Thakur and Umesh Chandra Datta,
Pratap Chandra Majumder and Chandi Charan Sen, would
come to him respectfully and humbly for spiritual light
and tor the solution of the subtle moral and spiritual
problems which puzzled their brains. The Master would
receive them with cordiality and honours rightly due to
their position and attainments, discuss social, moral and
religious topics with them, point out to them the way to
the real solution of their problems and suggest to them
how they could turn the opportunities bestowed on them
by the Grace of the Lord to the real and permanent benefit
of the society. He would say that persons, who were wealthy
or learned or occupied positions of authority and prestige
in the State or Society, ought to be conscious of the
great responsibility entrusted to them by the Divine Ruler
of human destinies and their obligations to the poor and
uncultured and depressed people of the country. Those
who thought that their fortunes were given to them for
their own enjoyments and self-aggrandisements were
guilty ot treason against the Divine Mercy and proved
themselves unworthy of holding these positions of trust and
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